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We live in a world where resources are finite. According to the United Nations,
consumer demand is growing at a faster rate than population growth. Together,
these factors are putting extreme pressure on the environment. When done
properly, recycling is an easy way to help reduce the pressure on the environment.
Recycling diverts waste from landfills, conserves energy and resources, funds
a green economy, and reduces pollution. Landfills are important assets to our
community, and we can extend their life by recycling our waste. As our global
population grows, this increases the demands on our planet’s finite resources.
Recycling keeps our resources in circulation, and the economy and uses less
energy than extracting raw materials from the earth. Recycling creates local jobs,
funds a green economy, and is healthier overall for our planet.
Recycling only works when done properly. Recycling put in the wrong place is
not recycling, it’s contamination, it will end up costing the recycler more time and
money to sort it out, and it will eventually end up in a landfill. Spend a little time
setting up your systems, learn how to properly recycle, and purchase recyclingfriendly items.
1.
1 Set up your system. Place recycling bins in convenient locations in your home.
When your indoor bins fill up, take them to larger bins outside, in a shed, or in
a garage until they are ready to be emptied or taken to a depot.
2.
2 Learn what goes where. Over 100 items are accepted in curbside recycling. If
you are not sure, the City’s Waste Wise app has a sorting game and a database
with hundreds of materials you can search. Take some time and
learn where to recycle the things you normally buy.
3.
3 Purchase recycling-friendly alternatives. If something you
buy is difficult to recycle or can’t be recycled,
look for alternatives that can be
recycled. For example, some coffee
pod brands are easier to recycle
than others and plastic-lined
paper bags can’t be recycled.
Switch to alternatives that come
in recyclable packaging.
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It keeps plastic out of the environment.
Responsible plastic management provides social, economic, and environmental
benefits, allowing plastics to be used to make new products and packaging, which
contributes to a circular economy.

Creates local jobs.
Almost all of the plastic collected is processed in BC. What can’t be recycled is turned
into engineered fuel that is a direct replacement for traditional non‑renewable
resources such as coal. This means jobs that are kept in BC and locally.

Over 90% of collected materials are recycled.
That means all of this waste stays out of our landfills and environment. In 2020, 90%
of collected material was managed by recycling, 4% was managed by recovery and
produced into engineered fuel, and the remaining material—contamination that
isn’t accepted in the recycling stream—was managed by disposal.

It’s easy.
Recycle BC has an accepted material list that is one of the most comprehensive
in Canada. This material list continues to grow and includes a wide range
of items, including plant pots, coffee cups, plastic bags, flexible plastic
packaging (like chip bags and stand-up, zipper-lock pouches), spiral
wound cans, aerosol cans for beauty products, and empty coffee pods,
either in curbside bins or for some materials, like soft
plastics, only at depots.

